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ABSTRACT 
We study the implication of the algebra of currents and 
the concepts of u n i t a r i t y , a n a l y t i c i t y and high energy behaviour 
of scattering amplitudes to investigate sum rules for some 
scattering processes. 
I n Chapter I we introduce the concept of current algebras 
and show how to derive sum rules starting from equal time commutators. 
I n Chapter I I we apply the formulation developed i n Chapter I , to 
the equal time commutator of a x i a l vector charge and the isovector 
electromagnetic current, and obtain a relation between the 7tN*K* 
p-wave coupling constant to s-wave uNW coupling constant. 
I n Chapter I I I we show how to derive sum rule for strongly 
interacting p a r t i c l e s starting from commutator of weak currents. 
This leads us to examine whether we could derive the same sum rules 
without the help of current commutator , and using only the 
concepts of pure strong interaction, namely un i t a r i t y , a n a l y t i c i t y , 
high energy behaviour. We find that t h i s can be done. We then 
apply the formalism to derive sum rules for TID (N*1525) scattering, 
obtaining a value for the itDD coupling constant. 
I n Chapter IV, we develop and apply the h e l i c i t y formalism 
to obtain superconvergence r e l a t i o n for uN -» 7tN* and nN*-* 7tN*. 
We obtain a rel a t i o n between niNN coupling constant g^ and •nN*N* 
p-wave coupling constant g„. We also find the value of g_ i n terms 
of g 2, the TOT* coupling constant. 
CHAPTER I 
General Considerations and Basic Concepts in. Current Algebra 
1. One of the most powerful tools to investigate Elementary-
P a r t i c l e Physics i s Group Theory. The success with the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Elementary P a r t i c l e s based on S U ( 3 ) ^ and S U ( 6 ) ^ 
and other outstanding r e s u l t s obtained i n t h i s approach are well 
known. However we run into some d i f f i c u l t i e s when comparing the 
Group the o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s with r e a l i t y . The reason i s that i n 
nature a l l the proposed symmetries are more or l e s s badly broken so 
that an estimate of the corrections due to symmetry breaking 
interactions i s necessary. This i s especially true i n the case of 
groups l i k e SU(3) x SU(3) where the symmetry l i m i t i s far from 
r e a l i t y . Thus to achieve a complete understanding of the role of 
group theory we need a scheme where, on one hand the group 
th e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s are reproduced, but on the other hand, a control 
on the "corrections" i s maintained. To deal with these problems 
we w i l l p r o f i t of the methods of quantum f i e l d theory and dispersion 
theory through the "current algebra approach". 
An important feature which has come out of the study of weak 
interactions i s the concept of current-current interaction. The 
weak currents have a vector and an a x i a l character and show remark-
able s i m i l a r i t i e s to the electromagnetic currents. 
1 ^^y^ 
2. 
For the weak currents involving leptons t h i s s i m i l a r i t y i s 
e a s i l y seen by writing the we l l known* e x p l i c i t forms of those 
currents i n terms of lepton f i e l d s . For the hadron currents 
however the situation i s not so simple. There are many possible 
ways of writing those currents, according to which object one 
regards as elementary, moreover since one cannot use the pertur-
bation theory, i t i s extremely hard to distinguish between the 
various models of f i e l d theory. 
I n the case of hadrons currents the analogy between electro-
magnetic and weak currents has been extremely f r u i t f u l i n suggesting 
the idea that a l l weak currents exhibit some _kind of p a r t i a l 
conservation, the amount of breaking depending on the type of 
currents. So, for a set of currents J (x) which can be considered 
divergenceless i n a suitable symmetry l i m i t 
D (x) • d J a ( x ) m 0 ( l . l ) 
we can define a set of charges 
Q a ( t ) - jT J*(x,t)d3T (1.2) 
*the weak current involving leptons i s written as 
J a ( l e p t o n ) « r>g r a ( l + r 5 ) e + \> r a ( l + 7 5 h 
where x> , r e p r e s e n t neutrino f i e l d s associated with electron and e' u 
muon and e, \x represent the electron and muon f i e l d . 
3. 
which are approximate constants of motion. 
Thus the physical assumption of p a r t i a l l y conserved currents 
provides us with new approximate constants of the motion represented 
by the generalized "charges", given by the space integrals of the 
time components of those currents. 
I n order to use those new constants of motion to deduce 
approximate symmetry properties of elementary p a r t i c l e s one has to 
know the commutation r e l a t i o n between them. And t h i s leads us to 
the fundamental idea of current algebra. 
Many important properties of weak interactions do not depend 
on the s p e c i f i c form of the currents in terms of the f i e l d s but 
only on the commutation relations between the currents themselves. 
The bridge between physical hadronic current* and symmetry 
operators of the theory i s based on the fundamental suggestion by 
Gell-Mann v ' of identifying the physical charges with the 
generators ( aside from a coupling constant) of a symmetry group, 
which i s e x p l i c i t l y proposed to be SU(3) for vector currents and 
SU(3) x SU(3) for a x i a l vector and vector currents taken together. 
I n so doing the equal time commutation relation between charges and 
currents are taken to generate the algebra of the corresponding 
* Here we treat the strong interactions without approximation but 
consider the electromagnetic and weak and gravitational interaction 
only i n f i r s t order. 
k. 
group. For SU(3) X SU(3) following equal time commutation 
relations were proposed 
[*>),<£(t> ] - i f „ ^ > ) 
[ qj(t), q£(t) ] - i f ^ qj(t) } (1.3) 
[<Ct), q£(t) ] - i f A P 7 Q 7 ( T ) y 
where f _ are the structure constants of SU(3)» These relations 
follow from the simple quark model i n which the a x i a l and vector 
currents are given by 
_V,a T ,a , 
A,a _ a 
f j l 5 
where Xtt are the SU(3) unitary spin matrices and \|r's are 
elementary spin l / 2 quark f i e l d s . 
Equation ( 1 . 3 ) can be generalized to charge densities in the 
simplest ways by writing: 
[ / ' a & t ) , JbV'p(o)] « i ^ W f ^ j ^ W 
t / ' a ( ^ , t ) , j^'p(o>] - i s s ( x ) f a P 7 J M O > ( 1 . 5 ) 
[ # a & t ) , J * ' P ( 0 ) ] - i 5 3 ( x ) f ^ J ^ ( 0 ) 
5. 
One could t r y to go on and to postulate simple commutation 
relations for the space components of the currents and also for 
different operators (e.g. the divergence of the current 
D » — ^ ) . However one runs into two d i f f i c u l t i e s . F i r s t of a l l 
tt ax 
l-t 
(k) 
i t was shown by Schwinger^ ' that i n such cases simple forms l i k e 
(l.H) and ( 1 . 5 ) as suggested by simple f i e l d theory as for example 
quark model lead i n general to inconsistencies so that extra terms 
involving higher derivatives of delta functions become necessary. 
This has been further supported by a recent study of Johnson and 
( 5 ) 
Low , who obtain such extra terms in a simple quark model. 
Further sum rules obtained on the basis of these generalized 
commutators are very frequently divergent. 
Going back to (l. * 0 and ( 1 . 5 ) and mixed commutator l i k e 
[ Q A > a ( t ) , ( x , t ) ] » i f ^ j£(£,t) (1.6) 
we can look at the group as underlying the structure of baryons 
and mesons, e.g. i n the unitary symmetry scheme. Anyway the 
existence of algebra and the hypothesis that the related group i s 
a symmetry group are two independent things. We can s t i l l ^ x p l o i t 
the group through i t s algebra without assuming invariance under i t . 
I n other words the commutation relations r e f l e c t the existence of 
the symmetry groups for the hadrons but they are supposed to be 
6. 
exact and not to be affected by the presence i n the t o t a l 
Hamiltonian of a symmetry breaking part. Thus commutation 
relations can be the tool we are looking for. 
Going back to equations ( l . ^ ) and ( 1 . 5 ) we wish to emphasise 
that commutator of the charges are taken at equal times, which i s 
necessary because of the non-conservation of charges. This point 
i s important because, t h i s form, i n the absence of some extra 
conditions, i s not r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y invariant. 
The r e l a t i v i s t i c invariance of equations (l,k) and (1.5) 
stems from micro-causality which implies the vanishing of the 
commutator of two operators for space-like distances. This means 
that equations ( 1 . 5 ) are true i n any frame of reference. 
However the d i f f i c u l t y remains that when we sandwich 
equation ( l . ^ ) or (1.5) between p a r t i c l e states and use completeness, 
(6) 
the procedure i s not e x p l i c i t l y eovariant^ ' since each intermediate 
state contribution does not s a t i s f y the causality requirement 
which i s only s a t i s f i e d by the sum as a whole. This means, 
although the f i n a l r e s u l t i s indeed invariant the separation between 
different intermediate state contributions depends on the choice of 
the frame of reference. 
One can overcome the d i f f i c u l t y i n two different ways: 
F i r s t of a l l one can exploit the i m p l i c i t invariance of the 
whole scheme i n order to choose a special frame of reference; the 
7. 
( 5 ) i n f i n i t e momentum frame when things becomes par t i c u l a r l y simple 
and useful. We discuss one example of t h i s method i n the coming 
pages. 
The second way i s to make e x p l i c i t use of micro-causality and 
give a general expression to the matrix elements of the commutator 
(7) 
( 1 . 5 ) by means of dispersion theory . We w i l l be concerned 
mainly with t h i s method, and w i l l use the method to investigate 
the equal time commutator of a x i a l charge with the isovector 
electromagnetic current. 
2. The i n f i n i t e momentum frame of reference 
Since we j u s t want to i l l u s t r a t e the technique of using the 
i n f i n i t e momentum frame of reference, we w i l l give a p a r t i c u l a r l y 
(8) 
simple example^ of that of the commutator of two charges 
and sandwich i t between states of momenta p and p g. Introducing 
completeness we get 
( 2 7 t ) 3Z { < p | j ° a , n > < n , j ° ^ > & 3 ( P n " p ) + c , t * } 
n 
i f a P 7 < ? ' J 0 7 L S > ( 1 ' 8 ) 
o v e r a l l three-momentum conservation gives P x • p 2 » p 
8. 
Another useful form, equivalent to equation (1.8) can he 
obtained by making use of the identity 
[ Qa, H] - i | \ d 3 x (1.9) 
where D (x) - — ( 1 . 1 0 ) 
° dx H 
which, taken between states of different energies, gives 
< p | Q l n > - <p|D > > 5 3 ( p - 1 ) (1.11) 
° E - E n 
p n 
I f one uses equation ( l . H ) for the intermediate state n, belonging 
to a different multiplet then p equation (1.7) becomes 
™ r < p*|D In* > < n» |BQ|p*> 
< ? I J O J ? > < S I J O P I ? > + ( ^ ) a y { ° _ : p i 
n P n 1 ' 
+ crossed terms 
i f « f » < 7 , J 0 7 , ? > ( 1 ' 1 2 ) 
We can characterize the summation i n equation (1.8) or (1.12) by 
introducing the momentum transfer four-vector 
'B - E 
n p 
K - P Q - P 
0 
0 
0 
where E * s/m2 + p*2 n n 
E - «s/m2 + p 2 
p -
then K - Jm* + £ 2 - -/m2 - f 2 o n 
The unpleasant non-vanishing time component of K, follows from the 
fact that we have only three-dimensional momentum conservation, 
and not the four-dimensional conservation of the energy-momentum. 
The value of t h i s zeroeth component depends es s e n t i a l l y on the 
frame we are using. We take advantage of the freedom i n t h i s 
choice by taking the l i m i t i n which also K Q -* 0. 
Indeed for large p we can write 
2 2 
K « ( m +-^~ } - ( i l l +^r- N) 
i n the l i m i t p* -» « 
1 
K ~ 
0 1*1 
and we obtain the four-conservation of the momentum. The important 
advantage of t h i s choice i s that K 2 i s always zero and so we 
obtain a sum rule at constant momentum transfer. 
We note that we have i n general an i n f i n i t e set of sum rules; 
taking p -* <» we choose a particular one. The other choices 
however for example p* • 0 are not convenient because we obtain 
10. 
time-like values of K 2 i n a region where poles i n that variable can 
a r i s e , making a simple evaluation of the sum rules quite hard. 
Let us go back to equation (1.12) and introduce the notation: 
1 r ~ 
W (n,p) « (2Tt) 3 \ < p |Djn > < n|Dp|p > 8 3(p - p f l) 
X 8(E - E n + k) (1.13) 
2E 
P n 
So that equation (1.12) becomes 
1 p dK r -\ 
< f | J j f > < ? K o p l f > • —f -^{\^J)-^Kf)} 
P ° 
The a u x i l i a r y function 0 defined in (1.13) i s an invariant 
function of the four-vector K and p and therefore depends only 
on the invariants 
K 2 » u 
(1.15) 
K.p « v> 
However such a function i s treated i n equation (l*lh) i n a non-
covariant manner and each choice of the frame of reference 
corresponds to a different path of integration i n the x>, \x plane. 
This can be seen by writing e x p l i c i t l y the four vectors 
11. 
So that 
E . y K 
p \ / 0 
' K-it 
K « — (1.16) 
° E 
P 
and the equation for the l i n e of integration i s the parabola 
» 2 
K « U m — (1.17) 
0 E 2 
p 
As pointed out before i n the i n f i n i t e momentum frame E^ -* » so 
that equation (1.17) reduces simply to u = 0, so that the integral 
appearing i n the L.H.S. of equation (1.1*0 becomes 
do 
Let us now take a s p e c i f i c case by e x p l i c i t l y putting the SU(3) 
dependence of the amplitudes. Consider for example [ Q*, Q~ ] 
commutator sandwiched between proton states. Equation (1.1*0 
then reads: 
r 2 + ± J — [ W +(») - W~(T))] - 1 (1.18) 
*A 
where r « — i s the renormalization ratio appearing i n the 
g v 
matrix 
physical/element < P|Q^ |N > and W+ and W~ are the direct and 
12. 
crossed amplitudes corresponding to the scattering of positive and 
negative "spurions" from the target. I f we are using commutator 
of a x i a l charges equation ( l . l 8 ) reduces to the famous Adler-
(9) 
Weisberger ' sum rule for pion-nucleon scattering. As we can 
+ 
r e l a t e the functions W (t>); by virtue of the P a r t i a l Conservation 
of A x i a l Vector Current h y p o t h e s i s t o the pion-nucleon cross 
section. 
3. Dispersion theory of Current Algebra 
I n t h i s section we describe the dispersion theory of current 
algebra. Consider an equal time commutator between two currents 
J«(x) and j£(x) 
[ J«(x), J ^ ( 0 ) ] - i C a f J 7 j£(0) 6 ( ? ) (1.19) 
where a, |3, y are indices l a b e l l i n g the internal symmetry trans-
formation properties of the current and p., x>, are Lorentz indices. 
C a ^ are the structure constants of the group. 
The s t a r t i n g point for the dispersion theoretic technique of 
deriving current algebraic sum rules from ( l . l ) i s to consider the 
quantities 
l | * - i jT d*x e ^ ' - x 0(xQ) < p ' | [ j " t o , J^(0)]|p > (1.20) 
and t|* - i f dW1''* <p'| [J«(x), jj(0)]|p> (1.21) 
13. 
We then introduce the kinematic variables 
p + p» q + q 1 
Q 
1 • P* + 0.' - P> t) • P.Q (1.22) 
q* - q P* - P 
A 
The quantities T and are i n a my related to the scattering 
process shown in the Figure below 
Now for simplicity l e t us take p', p to be scalar partical states. 
Then we can decompose T and t ^ on invariance grounds i n the 
same set of elementary invariants, namely 
T « A P P + A G P + A A P + ... (1.23) 
\i\> l | i V 2 u M 3 n u 
t - a, P P +a_Q P + a. A P + ... (1.2U) 
Ik. 
the invariant functions A, a, ... depends on t , q^, q| . The 
A functions are then Hilbert transform, with respect to the 
variable x>, of the corresponding a: 
A, (>i,t,q^,q|) » 3fa, - ^ / — ^ — a. (t>* ,t,q 2,q 2v 
(1.25) 
or i n general 
T a p - M-t"? (1.26) 
Now l e t us consider the quantity q* T . On partial integration 
we obtain 
^ T S - - / d 4 x e i q , ' x o ( x o } < p , H J"(x)> J£ ( 0 ) ]' p > 
- | 5 ( X q ) e i ( 1 , - X < P ' | [ J > ) , jj(0)]|p> 
, D ° P - iC°^ <p»|jj(0)|p> (1.27) 
where 
^ » - f <**x e1*' ' X e(x Q) < p» | J«(x), jP(0) ]|p > 
(1.28) 
and we have used e.t. commutator (1.1*)). We can now summarize 
the result of this operation as 
15. 
q.1 T - 3 V t - (a* & - #k'')t 
- i C a ^ < p ' | j ; ( 0 ) | p > (1.29) 
i.e. the following relation holds, even when the currents are 
not conserved, 
( q ' t t - f t q j j t ^ - i c a ^ < p ' | j ; ( o ) | P > . (1.30) 
16. 
CHAPTER I I 
Dispersion Sum Rules for y + N -> it + 
In this chapter we w i l l use the dispersion theory of current 
algebra we developed i n the previous chapter to investigate 
f u l l y the equal time commutator between the isovector axial 
charge and the isovector electromagnetic current. This 
commutator has been used successfully by Fubini, Furlan and 
(7 12) 
Rossetti v" ' to derive sum rules for the anomalous magnetic 
(12) 
moment of nucleon. We shall N ' consider the commutator 
[ Ajjfr), j ^ > ( o ) ] (2.1) 
(where we have adopted the SU(3) X SU(3) notation to label the 
isovector axial current (A 3), the isovector J 3 part of the 
electromagnetic current) sandwiched between N*(l236) and N states 
(we assume N* to be a stable particle). Following our general 
consideration i n the previous chapter we define 
T^  - i % [ < N*(p')| [A 3(x), J 3(0)]|p > B(x0) d*x 
(2.2) 
and 
\ " < N*(p')|CAj(x), J^(0)]|p > eiq--X d*x (2.3) 
17. 
where is an arbitrary (for the moment) four vector introduced 
for convenience. As w i l l be se:en we w i l l relate T , t with the 
| i fx 
photo pion production of N* on nucleon. So we shall decompose T 
in the same set of invariants as we shall for the above mentioned 
process, i.e. 
7 + N -* n + N* 
We define our set of kinematic variables for the above process 
as 
k + p m q + p» 
where k, q are the four momenta of the photon and the pionj_ p and 
p' are the four momenta of nucleon and the isobar N (1236). 
3 3 
s - (p* + q ) 2 » (p + k ) 2 
p + p» 
t « (p» - p ) 2 - (k - q ) 2 ; P « -
2 
U » (p + q ) 2 » (k + p* ) 2 
and w • s + M2 « u + m2 « 2p* .q » 2p.q " P.q 
where M, m are the M__ and N masses respectively. We further 
3 3 
restrict ourselves to the simple kinematic configuration 
18. 
and taking advantage of the freedom in our choice of e we fix 
k.e « 0 
i.e. e i s assumed to be the photon polarization vector. Taking 
into account the gauge invariance and the r e l a t i v i s t i c invariance 
we can decompose the T-matrix element for the process uader 
consideration as 
11 
^(p'HTjuCp) » ^ ( p ' H ^ . - ^ C L j u C p ) (2.10 
i»l 
Here et.'s are the kinematic factors and Cb.'s are the invariant 1 x 
2 2 
amplitudes, functions of w, t, q , q 2 . In the appendix we give 
a f u l l investigation of the decomposition of the amplitude T, but 
for the moment i t suffices to know that in the limit of vanishing 
q, only following «* s survive 
a = i P / T, F , i n'a'b ab 
2 (^ a 7b ab 
(2.5) 
where F , « k e. - e k, (2.6) 
ab a b a D X ' 
Thus we can decompose T and t of our equations (,2.2) and (2.3) 
as 
19. 
and 
T m P (a A + a„ B ) + Q (a A + a B ) + ... (2.7) 
|i \X 1 1 2 I [X 1 2 2 2 
t « P ( a a + a b ) + Q ( a a + ct-b,,) + ... (2.8) 
Now we use the formulation we developed i n the previous chapter 
which gives 
(12) 
i n our cases. Now i n quark model of (Jell-Mannx / where 
equations of the previous chapter hold i t can be shown 
(Appendix) that the equal time commutator on the R.H.S. of (2.9) 
vanishes so we have 
(q # - & q ) t - 0 (2.10) 
|i i i (j. 
Using (2.7) and (2.8), equation (2.10) reduces to 
J* d\>« (ai a x + a 2 a £) - 0 (2.11) 
Since 0^ ^  ^  0 we are led to the sum rules 
J* do a^co) » 0 (2.12) 
J" &x> a2(a)) - 0 (2.13) 
20. 
The quantities a and a can be determined from the general 1 2 
quantities by selecting the coefficients of o and a g terms 
respectively. 
\ - £(2TU)4 I £ 6*(p' + q - p n) < p' 1 ^ A^|pn > 
n 
X < P n | j ( 3 ) . 6 | P > - ^ 8 4 ( p - q - PN.) < P , | j ( 5 ) . 6 | P N , > 
n» 
X < P n , | a ( l A j | p > } (2.H.) 
Now from the partial conservation of axial vector current 
hypothesis 
a A 3 » C 4> o (2.15) 
U U TC 
So (2.1*0 modifies to 
A - | (2TC)4 j ^  84(p» + q - PN) < P*| V'Pn > 
n 
X < p n | j ( 5 ) . e | p > - £ 5 4(p - q - p n) < p» |J ( 5 ).e|p n, > 
n' 
• n . i v i p > } ( 2 , l 6 ) X < p 
We saturate our sum rules (2.12) and (2.13) with low lying 
baryon states, i.e. the N and N*. The f i r s t contribution w i l l come 
21. 
from the nucleon pole, and to deal with the trouble of polar term 
degenerate i n mass with either of the external states we make use 
of the Fubini Purlan suggestion of keeping a f i c t i t i o u s mass 
difference between the i n i t i a l and the f i n a l states i n the 
following matrix elements 
< »*(p,)|*1Ip|N*(pn) > 
and < N (P n)|^|N (P) > 
Putting this mass difference to zero at the end of the 
calculation leads to unambiguous results. In order to calculate 
the various pole terms we define our Lagrangian for the various 
vertices , 
with this Lagrangian we define the following matrix elements 
<H*(p*)|*7t(<l)|H(p) > » i g * * (p*) u(p) (2.18) 
(15) and the electromagnetic vertex following Bjorken and Waleckav 
22. 
< H»(p*)|J.e|N(p) > » * (p»)[ qj&pp.q. - e.pq2) g (q 2) 
X 7 u(p) (2.19) 
where 6|iU^(y a completely antisymmetric metric tensor and the 
pseudovector S i s defined by 
S « i € , p e (2.20) 
and q « p* - p 
with a l i t t l e algebra we can put the above matrix element in a 
form more useful for our purpose 
< N*(p*)|J.€-|N(p) > - t (p»)[ q^q.e p.q - e.pq2) g j q 2 ) 
- 2{[ (p.q) 2 - P 2<l 2k + (p2q.e - p.q p.ek 
+ (q 2 p.e - p.q q.cjp^} g^q 2) + iMq^f p.q <j[.e 
- p.e q.7 + im q.77.6 - imq } (g £ + g 3) ] r 5 u(p) 
(2.19') 
In addition to the above we also define the following matrix 
element 
23-
< N(p')|J.e|N(p) > - i e u ( p ' ) [ 7.e F j q 2 ) - qfc e& 
X — u(p) (2.21a) 
2M J 
and < N(p')|* |N(p) > « i gu(p») y u(p) (2.21b) 
7t S> 
With these definitions the nucleon pole contribution to the %, a £ 
i n the l i m i t q -» 0 is obtained to be 
M(M + m) 
lim a, (Nucleon) • - e g(g + g j (2.22) 
q->0 1 16m2 2 3 
(M + m)(ll^ - m2) 
lim a (Nucleon) » - e gg (2.23) 
q-*0 2 8m2 2 
where g_ and g are evaluated at q 2 « 0 and are found to be 
2 3 
0.7h 0.0086 
2 
(o) . ^ 1 1 
(M - m) m J m (Kr - nr) 
TC It 
(2.2k) 
r 0."jh o.jk 0.0258 -n l 
(0) - ] + i 
1 I M M-m m J m (if 2 - m2) 
TC It 
We are thus led to the following sum rules from a^ and a 2 
2h. 
M(M + m) 
e g(g„ + g j l6i 2 "3' % 
- - / a,(w)dw - 0 (2.25a)  J i 
continuum 
(M + m) 2 (M - m) 
8m2 
1 
2 - -
2 Tl 
a2(w)dw • 0 (2.25b) 
continuum 
In the s p i r i t of decouplet dominance hypothesis we w i l l approximate 
the integral by the N*(l236) pole. To calculate i t s contribution 
to the sura rule we need to define the following matrix elements 
<N*(p,)|<>lto|N*(p) > - i g** itr/p 1) r 5 *„ (P) (2.26) 
g** is the nN*N*' coupling constant 
< N*(p»)|J.e|N*(p) > - e t (p*) 
p* 
P.€ 1 
2M 1 + TJ L 
q q -| i 1 
+ G (q 2) p V + (?.e q.7 7.P - y.P 7.q y.e) 
2 2M2 J 5M2 1 + TI 
( G ( q 2 ) 6 ^ +G 3(q 2)^-M L 1 3 2M2 J (2.27) 
(16) 
This matrix element has been given by Gourdin and Michilie with 
P m p* + p 
q . p» - p 
TJ - q 2AM 2 
25. 
(0) « z, i n units of e o ' ' 
^ ( 0 ) * ^ , magnetic dipole moment of N* in units of 
e/2M 
G £(0) - Q - Z 
G (0) - NT6 H - U I , 
electric quadrupole moment of N* in units of e/M2 
magnetic quadrupole moment of N* in units of e/M3 
We get after considerable manipulation i n q -» 0 l i m i t 
- / a (w)dw » 
n L 1 16M N* 
(M + m)g**(g2 + g 3) -
m(m + 5M) 
3m M' 
7t 
4 1 
(2.27a) 
- / a (w)dw 
N* 
e(M - m) 
8M2 
(M + m)sg**g 
(M - m) 
3m M' 
IT 
g* U 
•2 & ^1 
(2.27b) 
Combining equations (2.25) and (2.27) we get the following relation 
from the sum rule for a. l 
T x x m(m + 5M) 
M(M + m) ( ) (g + g ) - g* » (2.28) 
m M / 3m M5 ^ 
26. 
from the sum rule for a 2 
„ , g g** \ (M - m) 
(M + m) 2 ( ~~ + — ~ ) g - " g* n. (2.29) 
m2 M2 J 2 3m M4 -71 
In the above expressions only g** and n are unknown so we put in 
the numerical values for a l l the known factors i n (2.28) and (2.29) 
M m I.236 GeV (units of energy being 1 Gev) 
m • 0.938 GeV 
The coupling constants an»e relative to the vertex p T C ° N* are 
3 3 
g* m 1.81 
g » 13.5 
and from equation (2.2*0 at q 2 » 0 
g 2(0) « - 27.63 (Gev) - 4 
g o(0) = 3^.59 (Gev) - 4 
Substitution of these values i n (2.28) and (2.29) and their 
subsequent solution yields the following values for the coupling 
constant g** for the vertex •jt°N*'4T*+ and the N * magnetic 
dipole moment 
g** » 22.77 - L69 g 
u x - - 5^.8 
27. 
The value of u 1 is in t o t a l disagreement with those obtained from 
quark model^17^, SU(6) ^ l 8^ etc. 
But our value for g** compares favourably with the one 
obtained from other methods. From U(6,6) with mass splitting 
one obtains g** « 2.21 g, super convergence relations for 
TtN -* TtN* (20^ give 
5** - 1.8 g 
and g** - 1.9k g 
(21) 
while pure dynamical N/D calculation seem to give 
g** » 2.3 g 
while satic SU(6) ^ 2 2^ gives g** ~ g . 
Our value for g** should also be compared with the one 
(22) 
obtained by D.G.Sutherland ' using Adler-Weisberger type 
calculation for nN* elastic scattering. As well as with the one 
(23) 
obtained by C. Michaelx ' doing phenomenological multichannel 
scattering calculation . 
In the following we give a table putting a l l the determination 
of g** up to date using various techniques for ewemgr comparison. 
28. 
Table 1 Comparison of various determinations of — 
No. Method Value Reference 
1 Current algebra calculation for the 
process y + N -» TC + N* 186.58 13 
2 Current algebra calculation for Adler-
1 5 6 - 3 0 
V 
• 
Weisberger type for the process 
TC + N* -» TC + N* 
22 
3 Multichannel scattering i n propagator 
formalism 170 23 
k Superconvergent relation for the 
process TC + N -» TC + N* 
211.39 
and 
226.187 20 
5 u(6,6) 257.9 19 
6 Multichannel N/D 81 21 
7 Static SU(6) 1^ .5 2k 
CHAPTER I I I 
Strong Interaction Sum Rules 
1. Consider the equal time commutator 
[ J a ( x ) , J P ( 0 ) ] . • i f . J 7 ( 0 ) 8 ( x ) (3.1) O 13 X q « 0 aPy \ 3 V ' V ' w / 
and define the quantities 
- i P d*x e 1 ( l l ' X e(x Q) < p j [J«(x), j £ ( 0)]|p 2 > 
(3-2) 
which are i n a way related to the scattering amplitude for the 
process shown i n the figure below 
A 
A 
30. 
(for s i m p l i c i t y p x and p g are taken to "be spinless p a r t i c l e 
s t a t e s ) . Then i f we follow the procedure given i n the f i r s t 
chapter we can obtain a sum rule of the form: 
where we have decomposed T and t in the same set of 
\xx> (115 
invariants, i . e . 
T « A P P + A P Q + A A P + ... (3.5) 
\xx> 1 (J. 15 2 (1 15 3 n O 
t - a P P + a P Q + a A P + . . . (3.6) 
U15 1 n 15 e |I 15 3 n 15 
p + P 2 q. + ig 
where P • — , Q » — ; p + q » p_ + q 
2 2 1 1 2 2 
15 - P.Q , A » P £ ~ P x 
t « A 2 
and the r e l a t i o n between T and t i s expressed as 
M» fl!5 
C3.7) 
T - 44t (3.8) 
|I15 |A15 v 
where IV means the "Hilbert transform" with respect to the 
variable 15. 
31. 
I n addition to a l l t h i s we have expressed < j (0) |P2 > a s 
< P j j £ ( 0 ) | p 2 > - 2PV F ^ ( t ) + F / ( t ) (3.9) 
( F 2 r ( t ) » 0 i f i s conserved) 
Now l e t us go back to the sum rule (3.^) and keeping t fixed, 
2 2 
discuss i t s dependence on q x, q x . I t i s important to note that 
2 2 
the right hand side i s independent of q x and cQ . This leads us 
to assume that strong cancellations occur i n the l e f t hand side 
i n t e g r a l . To f u l l y exploit t h i s fact we multiply (3.'+) by (q2^ -» m2) 
/ 2 2 \ 
(qg -» m^ ;; m^ , m^  being the masses of the p a r t i c l e s coupled to 
the currents and respectively. On extrapolation to 
2 2 2 2 
q, m and qv -» mn the r.h.s. becomes zero while the l.h.s. 
involves the expression lim (q* - m|) (q^ - m|) a j u , q x, qj , t ) » const. Im A^t) 
(3.10) 
where A^ i s defined i n (3«5)> according to the decomposition of 
fiiq^) + P g -» «(o.x) + ^ scattering amplitude. Since the r.h.s. 
of (3»5) i s not singular i n q x and q2, . The sum rule (3*5) reduces 
to 
di3 Im A (v,t) - 0 (3.H) 
2 2 
i n the l i m i t of q, _ -» in a which involves only the scattering 
amplitude, of strongly interacting p a r t i c l e s . 
32. 
We want to stress the fact that equation (3.11) i s actually-
independent of any detailed assumption on the current-current 
commutator. Indeed i t can be obtained from the commutation 
r e l a t i o n between any couple of "vector currents", provided the i r 
commutator involves (because of l o c a l i t y ) the presence of a 
5-function or i t s f i n i t e order derivatives. Thus we are i n 
pure-strong interaction regions, where there i s no trace of weak 
currents, we started with. I t i s therefore natural to look for 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of deriving the equation (3«H) di r e c t l y from the 
general properties of strong interactions namely Analyticity, 
Unitarity and High Energy behaviour of scattering amplitudes. 
V. De Alfaro et a l . ' showed that i t i s indeed possible to derive 
a general family of strong interaction sum rules from purely 
strong interaction quantities; a n a l y t i c i t y , unitary and high energy 
behaviour of scattering amplitudes. The equation (3«H) being j u s t 
one s p e c i a l case among t h i s family. 
I n the following we discuss such a family of strong interaction 
sum rules or superconvergence relations as they have come to be 
call e d . 
Superconvergence 
2. Consider an analytic function F(x>) satisfying unsubtracted 
dispersion r e l a t i o n i n the variable \> 
2*. 
momentum transfer they obtained two sum rules for p% e l a s t i c 
scattering. They saturated the two "basic" sum rules with 
7t, as, <J> intermediate states and obtained the relations 
g 2 - ^g 2 /m2 
and (3.16) 
g - 0 
P P ^ 
which agree with the r e l a t i v i s t i c SU(6) p r e d i c t i o n s i n c e 
then a large number of sum rules have been obtained for various 
(27) 
scattering processes v . 
We discuss i n the following i n d e t a i l the superconvergence 
r e l a t i o n f o r uD (D i s the isospin doublet of spin 3/2, 
mass 1525). 
7cD Scattering 
3. Consider nD scattering with momenta as shown i n the figure 
we define a set of kinematical variables 
If 
P - £ ( p + p») 
Q « 2(0. + <!*) 
A • V 1 - P 
where p, p* are the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing D 
and q., q1 are the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing pion. 
35. 
The usual Mandelstam variables are given as 
s » (p + q ) 2 - (p* + q* ) 2 
t - (p* - p ) 2 - (q» - q ) 2 
u - (p - q 1) - (P* - q ) 2 
•o » P.Q • i ( s - u) 
and t « A 2 the momentum transfer. 
We write the amplitude for tlis process as 
T - ^ (P L) t 0 ( p ) (3.17) 
where i|r (p*) and \|r (p) are the Rarita-Schwinger spin .3/2 wave 
functions. 
(29) 
The covarianct M function can be developed a s v 
M - (A + B #)P P + (A„ + B„#) + (A + B Q)g ut> v pp pp7^ \i x> QQ QQ g a / e ,up 
(3.18) 
where we have used time re v e r s a l to eliminate terms i n 4* Q - Q P ) 
r U X) | i X) 
o 
chosen to eliminate the "kinematical eovariant" (P Q + Q P ) 4 l 
H 13 M i d i 
X -j .^ and further because of the equivalence theorem, we have 
Q 
36. 
i n favour of the above s i x : because of the equivalence theorems 
we have 
M(P Q +Q P) m 2P P $ + g (MP.Q-P2^) [ i t) (i 15 n u ^ B ( i i 5 v 7 6 7 
M» (P^  + P^ )# - -2^ P^ 'MQ2 - 2P.Q + |M A2 QY 
M[(P.Q)2 A2Q2] - P.Q'P2 -£A2)# 
(3.19) 
where M i s the mass of D. These equalities are of course to be 
understood as holding only when sandwiched between appropriate 
spin 3/2 spinors,; we give a detailed treatment of these equivalence 
theorems i n the appendix. The form of equation (3.19) shows that 
(P Q + Q P ) -f 1- can indeed be eliminated without introducing |i t> u 15' \$ J 
kinematic s i n g u l a r i t i e s into the scattering amplitudes. 
High energy behaviour of the amplitudes 
Assuming that for large s and fixed momentum transfer t the 
s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes T^X',X^ behave l i k e s ° ^ for a l l 
X* , X. Here X 1, X are the f i n a l and i n i t i a l h e l i c i t i e s of D and 
<x(t) i s the position of the leading Eegge trajectory i n the 
t-channel. We can deduce the asymptotic behaviour of the invariant 
amplitudes from the following observations. Writing (3«17) as 
=(115 
37. 
y A. K, (3.20) 
we have 
M 
i 
T(X*A) m J A.KJX'A) „ 8«(t) b t 2 1 ) 
where 
K ( x ' , x ) = ^ ^ ( p , ) ^ t ( x ) ( p ) ( 5 < 2 2 ) 
Regarding equation (3»2l) a set of constraints conditions on the 
high energy behaviour of the invariant amplitudes A^, we see that t h i s 
i s suppressed by s n where s n i s the highest behaviour of 
for various (X*,x). This i s e a s i l y obtained by expanding the 
spin 3/2 spinors as 
*£ X )(p) - £ C ( l / 2 1 3/2; r X-r) u ( r ) ( P ) 6 ^ - r ) ( p ) (3.23) 
where i s a vector and u^1") i s a Birac spinor. 
We note that a l l of the scalar products i n (3«22) behave l i k e 
s° except for . Q ~ s, and u u ~ s° where as u ^ $ u ^ ~ s* 
Hence the asymptotic behaviour of an invariant amplitude i s 
improved by one power of s for every factor of Q, or $ which appears 
i n i t s accompanying kinematical covariant. Thus we can immediately 
read off the high energy behaviour of the invariant amplitudes i n 
equation (3 . I7) , v i z . 
38 
A , A s a 
PP g 
B , B ~ s " " 1 PP S 
(3,2U) 
a a-2 
Oft ~ s 
and B Q Q ~ s 
Now we specialize i n the case of zero momentum transfer t « 0, and 
dispersing i n x>, rather than i n s for convenience i n crossing, we 
find three superconvergent sum rules of the form 
J*Im A(x>, t«0}dt> - 0 (3.25) 
0 
where 
A . B£> ; „B£> ; A« (3.26) 
where the (0), ( l ) t e l l the isospin of the Regge trajectory-
exchanged i n t-channel. 
Now we have from experimental information about high energy 
scattering that 
<x ( 0 )(t « 0) - 1 
a ^ ( t - 0) « 0.5 
(3.27) 
39-
Saturation 
Now we t r y to saturate the sum rules (3-25) with the N, 
N*(l236) and D intermediate states. We use the effective 
Lagrangians 
m % * 7 S a„ • u (3.28) DNir > 5 H it m ^ it 
We neglect the derivative couplings 
and 
<£__ at g__ Tlf 7 llf * (3»30) 
We further use the rel a t i o n 
4* 9 ^ * 9 * 
which gives 
- 0.<* . 
k It 
We get the sum rules for aQQ\ V B Q Q ^ A N D BQQ^ after saturating 
them with N, N*(1236) and D as 
1 ^ 2 2 
„ -0(1-0) 
F O R QQ, 
ho. 
and f i n a l l y for \j B^* m^ 
Wfci 
it 
(3.3^) 
Let us now put i n the experimental values of the known quantities 
and see what re s u l t s we get. We put 
938 Mev 
1236 Mev 
mD 1525 Mev 
m « 
n 
138 Mev 
has** * 0.0U 
for gpjj we note that the width of D (N*(1525)) i s given by 
2 
where the Lagrangian i s that given by (3.28). 
Then the phenomenological value of the e l a s t i c width i s 
J)NTC 
73 Mev, giving • 0.70. The same phase s h i f t analysis 
kit 
gives the i n e l a s t i c width as 29 Mev and there i s good evidence 
(31) 
to support the b e l i e f that the entire i n e l a s t i c mode i s 71N* . 
Putting these parameter we find that relations (3.32) and 
(3-3*0 give g 2 ) ^ < 0. So without giving any plausible 
argument we neglect them. Equation (3.33) however gives 
^ - ^8 (3.36) 
However the error i n N*(l525) width are quite large, actually about 
20 Mev, so that we can reasonably put 
hit 
~ h6 + 13 (5- 37 ) 
The f a i t h one has i n t h i s value, depends of course on how strong 
one fs b e l i e f i s that the A^* 1^ sum rule i s in some sense a good 
sum rule. A l l we can say i s that i t i s the same sum rule i n 
( 29 ) 
•n3W* scattering* , which when saturated with N and N* i n t e r -
i n 
mediate states givesyfau. • m^ ^ l i m i t results which are consistent 
with U(6,6) theory r e s u l t s , thereby earning some degree of 
di s t i n c t i o n as a sum rule of good repute. 
I t i s now interesting to compare t h i s r e s u l t with the one 
derived by another, perhaps l e s s dubious, method. Gatto et a l . w ' 
k2. 
have examined the consequences of saturating the algebra of ehir a l 
SU(3) X SU(3) with baryon resonances of positive and negative 
parity. The positive parity states are assumed a l l to belong to 
the usual 56-fold of SU(6) while the (20 L • l ) multiplet i s 
1~ 3~ 5~ 
supposed to incorporate i n i t 2 ' 2 ' 2 resonances. These 
authors thus obtain values for the various possible a x i a l vector 
coupling constants at zero momentum transfer i n terms of one r e a l 
parameter a where 0 a ^  1. 
We now proceed to relate these weak coupling constants to 
the strong interaction one by using the hypothesis of pole 
dominance of the divergence of a x i a l current (PDDAC). We assume 
a = •§• (which implies G^/Gy m 1 and e^^_ « 13«5)« We then 
obtain at zero pion momentum 
3-s/~£ m / r 3 v a 
corresponding to N*(l236) width of 118 Mev. 
Furthermore one gets 
* * * * * " "•»« • k.) ' 9 ' 6 ( 5 ' 3 9 ) 
which compares favourably with the value 10.2 from U(6,6) ^ ) . 
We are thus tempted to apply t h i s procedure to D and thereby obtain 
*3. 
5 mD 
or - hk ( 3.^  
to be compared with the value we obtain (5. 36'). This _ needs 
some comments. We note that the possible SU(6) assignment for 
the negative p a r i t y baryon resonances has been a method of 
speculation for sometime« The 70-fold was or i g i n a l l y suggested 
1~ 3~ 5~ 
to accommodate the ^ and g baryons. However, under the 
larger symmetry of U(6,6), definite parity predictions could_be 
made concerning SU(6) m u l t i p l e t s . Delbourgo and R a s h i d ^ ^ 
pointed out that one SU(6) 70-fold belonged to the 5J2 of U(6,6) 
with positive parity and although i t was possible to incorporate 
a JO i n U(6,6) 5720 fold, the resulting widths were too small. 
(35) 
One of the most a t t r a c t i v e schemes was that of Gatto et a l . , 
who introduced the idea of k i n e t i c supermultiplets which have 
proved remarkably successful i n c l a s s i f y i n g the higher boson 
resonances. I t turns out that the most economical c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
places the jjj, |, | baryons states i n the 220 of U(6,6), 
which corresponds to the 20 of SU(6) with o r b i t a l angular momentum 
L » 1. As the resulting mass formulae are not testable there i s 
no direct evidence i n favour of the (20 L » l ) assignment, but we 
l i k e to l i k e to f e e l that the st r i k i n g s i m i l a r i t y of equations $.36 ) 
and (3.^0) i s at l e a s t a point i n favour of this k i n e t i c super-
multiplet schemes. 
hk. 
CHAPTER IV 
The Use of H e l i c i t y Amplitudes i n Superconvergent Sum Rules 
1. 
I n the previous chapter we demonstrated the existence of 
a wide c l a s s of strong interaction sum rules* I f A(s,t) i s some 
scattering amplitude and i f i t f u l f i l s the two requirements: 
1 
a) A ( s , t ) ~ — as s -» oo with b > 1 
s 
and 
b) A(s,t) has no kinematical singularity i n s at fixed t , 
then the imaginary part of A(s,t) obeys the sum rule: 
|"ds Im A(s,t) - o' 0.1) 
where the integral i s taken over the l e f t and right hand cuts of 
A ( s , t ) . 
I n order to get amplitudes satisfying the requirement (b) 
one may decompose the complete scattering amplitude i n covariants, 
following the prescription of Hall-Wightman theorem* . However 
t h i s procedure i s somewhat involved. On the other hand we can 
decompose the whole scattering amplitude i n the covariants, which 
(39) 
come out from i t s perturbative expansion w . This was the method 
*5. 
we employed i n finding out the superconvergent sum rules for 
nN*(l525) scattering. This i s also the method employed by 
almost a l l the authors given i n ref. (27). But t h i s method, 
besides being on a not very firm foundation, i . e . the perturbation 
theory, i s affected by ambiguities i n i t s application even for low 
spin p a r t i c l e 
(ho* 
Fortunately there exists another method proposed by Truemanv' ' 
(lH) 
and also by Odorico v ' using h e l i c i t y amplitudes, through which we 
can find very e a s i l y superconvergent relations for arbitrary spin 
p a r t i c l e scattering. I n the following we describe t h i s method 
i n d e t a i l . 
I I . Kinematic Si n g u l a r i t i e s i n the Cross-Channel Energy Variable 
The p a r t i a l wave expansion of a general h e l i c i t y amplitude 
for a reaction a + b -» c + d, with t being the energy squared and 
s being the square of the energy i n the direct channel (d+b -* c+a) 
Our normalization of the scattering amplitude d i f f e r s from that of 
(h2) 
Jacob and Wick v '. The two are related by 
i s * 
2
 j-.w ( s , t ) ( s , t ) a 2ft cd;ab cd:ab 
cd 
cd;ab ( s , t ) i s related to the S-matrix by 
S cd;ab ( s , t ) - 6, cd;ab ( 2,)n^(p c t P d-p a-p b)tpXp^) 4f cd;ab 
U6. 
cd;ab ' ' 
a - b c - d 
©j. i s the scattering angle i n the t-channel, which i s taken to 
j 
be the angle between a and c; and d, i s the d-function of the 
rota t i o n matrix element. I n the t-channel centre of mass system 
cos Q, 2st + t 2 - t V m 2 + (m* - n£)(m* - m|) 
i 
] / , T 
ab cd 
where 
T ab t - (ma - n^)
2 t - (ma + 
T cd 
ab 
(m - m,) 2 v c d' - (m + m j
2 « 1+t P . 
v c d' J cd 
(k.k) 
where P,, and P , are the i n i t i a l and the f i n a l momenta i n the ab cd 
t-channel cm. system. We see that cos 9^ i s an analytic function 
J.W 
3d; at 
section, i.e. 
while ^ Q^(S n a s a simpler r e l a t i o n to the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-
cd;ab 
Also we set equal to zero the azimuthal angle, which i s independent 
of the invariant quantities s and t . We also use a, b, c and d as 
notations f o r particles as wel l as the h e l i c i t y states of the 
*7. 
of s. I n general, the d-function is related to the JacoM 
polynomial by x ' 
r (J + M)I (J - M)!i 
(J + N)!(J - N)! 
(1 - z ^ l M (1 + «t)*lx+»» 
x p ( I M , l w l ) ( Z t ) (,. 5 ) 
where M & maximum of (| x|, |\x | ) 
and z, • cos 9. 
N = minimum of (|x|, 
so that equation (^.2) becomes 
J 
•where we have put the other constant factors i n F , . ( t ) . We * ed;abx ' 
now see that the presence of spins has introduced i n t o the h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes a d e f i n i t e set of s zeros and singularities through the 
factors ( l + a J ^ l ^ l and ( l - z ^ 1 ' ^ . I t has been shown by 
many authors^^"^ that these s-zeros and singularities are the only 
kinematic ones. The remaining s-singularities are associated 
corresponding p a r t i c l e s . Which meaning they take can be easily 
understood from the context. We use A, B, C, D fo r the corresponding 
a n t i p a r t i c l e s and t h e i r h e l i c i t y states. 
h8. 
with the f a i l u r e of the Jacobi expansion t o converge, a dynamical 
effect unrelated t o p a r t i c l e spins. And i t can be shown that 
the kinematic s-singularities of f ^ ! a l j a*"e a l l on the boundary 
of the physical region. 
Thus the new amplitudes, defined by 
?<*> , ,* „ [ 1 - I j * 1 ' l u M , r * l " > l 
cd;ab cd;ab t J t 
V ( 2 J + I ) F j , jt) x PnM>!^!(zj (J-M) 
J 
(*.7) 
contain only dynamical s-singularities. And by assumption of 
-M 
maximal a n a l y t i c i t y i n s-matrix theory, f s a t i s f i e s a 
fi x e d - t dispersion r e l a t i o n i n s. 
Let us now concentrate on the factor X, ( s , t ) defined as 
X ( s , t ) - (1 + Z . ) 4 | X + t l 1 (1 - (k.8) 
and l e t us study the asymptotic behaviour of X. for very large 
From equation (U.3) for fixed t and large s we have 
B - 2 s t / { [ t - d y ^ H t - ( v V 2 ] t * - ( V m d ) 2 ] 
S—»co 
t f i x e d 
x [ t - (m c-hn d) 2]}^ (k.9) 
so that we have 
8n(M»M> 
X ( s , t ) » (4.10) 
S-»co C ( t ) 
t f i x e d 
where n(\,ja) i s the maximum of |x| or 
where c ( t ) can he determined from (4.9) and (4.3). 
Thus, from each f ^  which describes a process involving h e l i d i t y 
f l i p , an amplitude f ^  can be constructed which i s more 
convergent as s -» 00, the higher the h e l i c i t y f l i p the better the 
convergence, as seen i n (4.11) 
?W (.,t) - — f(*> (s,t) . .<*> S-(|X|,W) 
o d ; a t X ( s , t ) o d ; < * 
x f!d;ab^ s , t^ a s s "* 0 0 
00 / x 
The next problem i s to determine the bounds on f , , ( s , t ) . 
* cd;abx ' ' 
For t h i s we appeal t o the Regge theory which gives the behaviour 
00 / \ 
of f ( t , s ) f o r large s to be cd;ab 
f ( t ) ( t , s ) ~ s a ( t ) (4.12) cd;ab 
where a ( t ) i s the position of the Regge trajectory exchanged i n 
the t-channel. So we can write the overall asymptotic behaviour 
-00 , x 
of f ( t , s ) f o r large s as cd;ab 
50. 
' S-»oo 
" ( * ) / \ 
So the amplitude f c d > & ^ ( t , s ; w i l l satisfy the sum rule: 
+ 00 
| ds Im ( s ^ 1 f ^ a b ( t , s ) ) - 0 (4.14) 
— 00 
where 
P = ec(t) - n(|x|,|u|) < 0 (4.15) 
Our next problem i s to convert the integral i n equation (4.l4) i n t o 
one extended only over the region with z^ ^  0. This problem we 
tackle i n the next section. 
3. Crossing s »-> u 
We start/changing the variable i n (4.14) from s to z , i.e . 
+ 00 +00 
f a, i * (sP-1 i f 4 ; a b ( t , s ) . / ^ * ?£!*<*'•„» - o 
— oo —oo 
(4.16) 
- ( t ) , . 
We have simply t o observe that i n ^a-ab^' 1 3' essentially nothing 
changes i f instead of considering a and b as the f i r s t and second 
i n i t i a l p a r t i c l e s , we reverse t h e i r order. Limiting, f o r 
s i m p l i c i t y , t o the cases where a,b are both bosons or both fermions, 
51. 
we have that the inversion of the order of two particles introduces 
a negative sign i n the second case and leaves i t unaffected i n the 
f i r s t case. Therefore we may write 
fcd-ab ( t ' s ) " < M ^l^ft)!™ ab > 
< JM c d | T J ( t ) ( - l ) D p J j M b a > 
2 
where p ^  i s the operator which changes the order of a and b. 
On the other side: 
2S 
(-1) b p a b | j M a b > - (-1) J + X|JM ba > (k.l8) 
with X • a - b 
. (1*5) One also has: 
Then: 
2 
(-1) % a b | j M a b > P ^ ( 2 t ) - ( - l ) ^ ( J M b a > P ^ . x ( . Z t ) 
(^.20) 
and therefore we may conclude 
where f c d j b a ( t * z t ) i s defined l i k e ? c d ; a b ( t , z t ) . So for instance 
52. 
i n £cd'ba^'ZlP i s c o s i n e °^ a n S l e between the momenta 
of b and c, whereas i n T _ , ( t , z , ) , z, i s the cosine of the 
angle between the momenta of a and c. Consequently the sum rule 
i n equation (^.l^) can be w r i t t e n as 
ds l m ( s ^ [ f c d ; a b ( t , s ) - ( - 1 ) ^ f c d ; b a ( t , s ) ] ) - 0 
(4.22) 
The above sum rule i s further modified i f we consider the isospin 
of the par t i c l e s taking part i n the reaction. Suppose for 
instance that a and b have got the same isospin T q and l e t 
us consider the amplitude f (t.s) corresponding to t h e i r 
cd;ab 
coupling to some isospin T. Then for t h i s amplitude the 
equation (k.22) has to bejnodified to 
"0 
k. I d e n t i c a l Particles 
Next we look at the r e s t r i c t i o n imposed by the s t a t i s t i c s 
obeyed by the particles concerned i n the reaction. I f the 
par t i c l e s a and b (or c and d) , are id e n t i c a l , the sum rule 
(4.22) may become t r i v i a l . Suppose for instance that a and b are 
i d e n t i c a l . I f one also has a « b and \i i s even the sum rule i s 
53. 
t r i v i a l . I n general t r i v i a l i t y may occur when the h e l i c i t i e s of 
the two i d e n t i c a l particles (both ingoing or outgoing) are equal; 
the cases i n which i t r e a l l y occurs may be read d i r e c t l y from 
equation (4.22) or (k.23) i f the particles carry isospin. 
5. Regge Pole Contribution 
The knowledge of what Regge Poles contribute t o a given 
superconvergent sum rule i s a useful indication about the convergence 
of the sum rule i t s e l f . i n the following we r e s t r i c t ourselves to 
Meson-Baryon scattering so that the baryon number exchanged i n 
t-channel i s zero. 
Let us denote by [ . ("^  J S ) 3^ the contribution of a given 
Regge t r a j e c t o r y cc(t) t o _ t h e amplitude ^ C ( j • ab^' S^" ^ n e ^ a S 5 
f fcd;ab ( t' s ) ]a » W t , & + ^ • " ( t W , X , ' , | 1 , ) 
(k.2k) 
where c i s the signature (even or odd) and ^ ^ . ^ ( t ) i s a real 
function of t , 
One has then: 
t W b ^ - H ) ] a - K c d ; a b ( t ) [ 1 + (-1) C e-i-(t) ] ei^(t)-n) ( s |«(t)-n 
- ( - l ) c ( - l ) n K c d . a b ( t ) [ l • + (-1)° e ^ ^ l l s l ^ - * 
* we have dropped (|x|>|n|) from n(|x|,|[i|) to keep the notation 
simple. 
54. 
and consequently: 
The contribution of the given Regge trajectory to the (possible) 
sum rule which f , , ( t . s ) s a t i s f i e s , contains a factor cd;aV ' ' ' 
[1 - (-1)° ( - l ) n ] . So f o r instance sum rules corresponding to 
even n never have any contribution from the Pomeranchuk trajectory. 
I n the following we specialize to the special case of 
pseudoscalar meson-baryon (octet and decoup!J.et only) scattering. 
6. Meson (Pion) - Baryon (Nucleon, N*(1236) Scattering 
We define our channels to be 
a + b -» c + d (t-channel) 
a + c -» B~ + d (s-channel) 
b + c -* a + d (u-channel) 
where particles a and b represent pions and c and d baryon (N or N*). 
Now the most general sum rule we could write f o r a + b -» c + d 
scattering i n t-channel i s as given i n equation 
00 
fas MJ^e^M - f« t a(t,s ) l ) - o 
0 
55-
where T Q i s the isospin carried by either a or b, T i s the 
isospin exchanged in t-channel. Now in our specialized case 
a «* b «• 0 * X « a - b 
T » 1 
o 
so that the above equation reduces to 
00 
| d s I m C s ^ f l - ( - 1 ) ^ ] ? ^ Q 0 ( t , s ) ) « 0 (4.27) 
0 
where now 0 « a ^ ( t ) - < 0 (4.28) 
Now i n the t-channel the isospin exchanged can be T • 0,1,2, and 
i f we r e s t r i c t ourselves to forward direction only, i.e. t « 0 
we know that 
cc^*^(t«0) « 1) (corresponding to Pomeranchuk trajectory) 
aW(t»0) ~ 0.5 (corresponding to p-trajectory) 
a (t«0) < 0 Since no I » 2 particles have been discovered 
i t i s reasonable to assume that t h i s i s so. 
However t h i s neglects the presence of a cut which can be there 
because of the exchange of two p* s as pointed out by Philips and 
(4"3} T»2 Muzinieh v . I n which case a (t«0) can be positive. Anyway 
without giving any argument we neglect t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y , and as 
56. 
pointed out i n Section 5> sum rules corresponding to even \i have 
no contribution from the T » 0, i.e. Pomeranchuk trajectory. I n 
the following we w i l l consider the sum rule for two processes 
a) n + N -> % + N* (s-channel) 
and 
b) rc + N* -» n + N* (s-channel) 
7. i t + N —» Tt + N* Scattering Sum Rules: 
We define the various reaction channels as follows 
it + N -* % + N* (s-channel) 
7t + I t -» N + N* (t-channel) 
H + N -» ~% + N* (u-channel) 
We label n and K as pions and K and N* as c and d respectively. 
&, b, c, d also denote the h e l i c i t i e s of corresponding particles as 
pointed out i n section 6. 
a » b « 0 • 
and our sum rules are of the form 
| d s I m ^ t l - ( - 1 ) ^ ] f e d j 0 0 ( t , s ) - 0 
(3 - a T ( t ) - < 0 
57. 
We further f i x t • 0 
f o r T « 0 and 2 the n o n - t r i v i a l sum rules are f o r odd \x , i.e. 
u m 1 corresponding to c « l/2 ; d » 3/2 
c - -1/2 ; d m 1/2 
but p « a (0) - 1 \ 0 so no superconvergent sum rule corresponding 
T«2 
t o T « 0 for T « 2; a (0) < 0 so that p > -1 and we have 
the superconvergent sum rules 
P _(T-2) 
/ d s I m f l / 2 3/2;00(t-°>s) " 0 ^' 29> 
0 
and 
00 
J* d s l i f ^ ^ 2 (t«0,s) - 0 (4.30) 
0 
f o r T • 1 only n o n - t r i v i a l sum rules correspond to even u, i.e. 
H « 0,2 corresponding to c • l/2 ; d » l/2 
c - -1/2 ; d m 3/2 
but f o r T • 1, u •« 0 
P If. 0 so no superconvergent sum rule. 
0n~ the other hand f o r T • 1, \i » 2 
P - -1.5 
58. 
so we have got a superconvergent sum rule: 
00 
^ d s Im f ^ y 2 y 2(t«0,s) - 0 (U.31) 
0 
So, f o r the process under study we have three n o n - t r i v i a l super-
convergent sum rules (4.29 - 4.31). 
8. TI + N* -> 7t + N* Scattering Sum Rule 
As i n section 7 we define our direct and crossed channels 
as 
TI + N* -» TI + N* (s-channel) 
TI + TI -» N* + N* (t-channel) 
n + N* -» i t + N* (u-channel) 
We label TI and TI as a and b and denote by c and d N* and N* 
respectively. a, b, c, d also denote the h e l i c i t i e s of the 
parti c l e s a, b, c and d respectively. 
Wow a _ = » b « 0 « X « a - b 
So f o r fixed t « 0 our sum rules are of the type 
| d s I m f s ^ p . - ( - 1 ) ^ ] f c d ; o o ( t - 0 , s ) ) - 0 
^ « a T(0) - |n| < 0 
59. 
f o r T » 0, 2 the n o n - t r i v i a l sum rules correspond to odd value 
of (j } i . e . 
c « -3/2 ; d » 3/2 n • 3 
c « +1/2 ; d * 3/2" 
I 
H • 1 
c -1/2 ; d m 1/2 
Since f o r n « 1, T » 0 3 ^ 0 there i s no superconvergent sum 
rule corresponding to T n 0. While for T » 2 p > -1 we have 
two superconvergent relations; 
W T 2) 
f ds im f ^ 5/2;00 ( t-°> s ) « © (4. 52) 
0 
/ d S l m f - I / 2 ) l / 2 ; 0 0 ( t " ° ' s ) " ° ( ^ 3 5 ) 
0 
but f o r \x " 3 and T » 0 p * -2 
which gives us a moment superconvergent r e l a t i o n 
J ds Im (s f ^ 3 / 2 ; 0 0 ( t - 0 , s ) ) - 0 (U.34) 
_(T-O) 
ds  (s 
'0 
and an ordinary sum rule 
r _(T«O) 
/ ds Im( f . . (t-0,s)) - 0 (4.35) 
J -3/2 3/2;00 
6o. 
and f o r T « 2 n » 3 we have £ > -3 
which gives us three sura rules 
00 
^ ds Im (s 2f0" 2> / 2 ; ( ) O(t«O, S) ) - 0 (4.36) 
0 
00 
yds Imsf02 2^ / 2 ; O O(t-O,s) - 0 (4.37) 
0 
00 
and y ds Im ^ / ^ ^ O O ^ " 0 ' 8 ) " 0 (U«38) 
0 
For T m 1 the only n o n - t r i v i a l sum rule can be obtained f o r even 
values of [x , i.e. 
fj, « 0 corresponding to c « 3/2 ; d • 3/2 
c • 1/2 ; d m 1/2 
and |i • 2 corresponding to c • -l/2 ; d « 3/2 
But f o r T » 1 and n * 0 P ^  0 so no superconvergent sum rule 
can be obtained. On the other hand for u * 2 and T » 1 
p * &1.5 and we have a superconvergent r e l a t i o n 
00 
J*ds Im( f l i / ^ / g ft"0'8) ) " 0 '^»59) 
0 
61. 
Thus we f i n d eight superconvergent sum rules f o r the process 
7t + N* -» it + N* . 
Our next problem i s to extract any useful information from 
these sum rules (4.32 - 4.39). This we can do by saturating the 
sum rules with low l y i n g baryon states i n the s-channel. Before 
we do that we require the necessary framework to enable us to do 
ju s t that. We develop t h i s formalism i n the next section. 
9. Direct Channel Pole Contribution to " t " channel amplitude 
Suppose that a p a r t i c l e X of mass m, spin s and p a r i t y 
T| » ( - l ) ^ T ) i s an intermediate state i n the s-channel 
a + b -» c + d where T J A , are the i n t r i n s i c p a r i t i e s of particles 
a and b respectively. We wish to calculate the pole term i t 
induces in t o the modified t-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes T n ( t , s ) , 
which are free from kinematic s-singularities. 
The p a r t i a l wave expansion of the s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitude 
i s : 
0 ( s , t ) m V (2J + 1) a J(s) d (e ) (4.40) n n A U s 
where J ^ j | m J | „ v ^ a « < cd T ab > n 1 1 
* n denotes a l l the h e l i c i t y indices 
62. 
From h e l i c i t y representation we go to the JM representation of 
Jacob and Wick 
< JM, LS|JM}X1X2 > 
2L + 1 1 2 
L 2J + 1 
C(LSJ;0,X 1 -1^) C^SgS;^,-^) 
(k.hl) 
C's being the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. 
Equation (M-.UO) modifies t o 
G ( s , t ) £ (2J + 1) ^ ( 0 S ) < JM;cd|JM,Lf,Sf > 
< JM,Lf,Sf |TJ |JM;L± 8± > < JM, L S |JM,a"b > (k.h2) 
V (2J + 1) d^ (0 ) CJ, a T(s) 
where j 
°ni " < ^ ^ i J M ^ f s f > < JM*^ Si|jM,ab > (h.kk) 
J T 
a - < JM,Lf S f |T° |JM,L± St > 
This expansion i s useful since p a r t i c l e X can be an intermediate 
state only i n those amplitudes f o r which J « S and |L^ - L j i s 
li m i t e d by p a r i t y . Let 2^ designate the sum over such amplitudes. 
63. 
We make the following pole approximation for the amplitudes 
assuming a l l poles to correspond to stable particles, even i f 
they are not ( i . e . N*). 
J»s 
a | (s) = \ mr rt 8(s - m*) (1^ 6 ) 
where i s related to the couplings at the two vertices. I n 
t h i s way we isolate the contribution of p a r t i c l e X from the 
remainder. Now we are interested i n the contribution of the 
exchange of the p a r t i c l e X to the t-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes. 
This leads us to a n a l y t i c a l l y continue equation (k.h6) i n t o the 
physical domain of t-channel and relate i t to f (s t ) by means 
of crossing-relations: 
E n , n ( t s) (2s + U d ^ t g 0 n / m r , 5(a -m*) 
M 7 > 
where B i ( t s) i s the crossimg matrix between s-kinematic 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s free t-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes and t-kinematic 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s free s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes . 
Having developed t h i s formalism we apply i t to saturate sum 
rules f o r itN -» 7tN* and itM*-» itN* . 
Let us f i r s t consider uN -> nN*. 
6k. 
We define 
n' = (cd;ab) 
1 = ( l / 2 l / 2 , 0 0 ) a,b,c,d being t-channel h e l i c i t y 
2 s (-1/2 l / 2 ;00 ) labels a » b » 0 always 
3 = ( l / 2 3/2*00) f' o r c a s e s u n d e r consideration. 
k = (-1/2 3/2;00) 
while 
n s (b"d;ac) 
1 s (0 l/2 ;0 1/2) 
2 s (0 l/2 ; 0 -1/2) 
again a » b = 0 
c represent nucleon as well as 
i t s h e l i c i t y label, d represent N* 
3 St (0 3/2; 0 1/2) and also i t s h e l i c i t y label 
k s (0 3/2; 0 -1/2) 
a t t • 0 the -three - iSTiperconvergent sum r u l e (t.29-^731) reduce t o -
/ ]T * 3 i ( t = 0 , s ^ ) (2J + 1) GJU mr T f 5(s - m*) 
1T=»2 
ds « 0 
^ ^ B 2 1 ( t » 0 , s ^ ) (2J + 1) Clje mr rt 6(s - m*) 
0 t,3 
1T=2 
ds • 0 
(U.30') 
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and 
J _ , 2, ~ l T = t l / ^ B 4 l ( t = 0 , s - / ) (2J + 1) mr rt 6(s - mj) ds 
° M • 
(^.31') 
We truncate the sum with J - l / 2 (Nucleon) and J « 3/2 (N*(l236)) 
only. We further allow p-wave and f-wave couplings at nN*N* 
vertex. The sum rules thus reduce to 
B (t-0,s»M2) . 0 
B 3 X(t-0,s*m*) 
B„,(t»0,s"<nr) ' x ^ 
and 
B*X (t«0,s=]vf) 
B. (t=0,s=m2) 
with the following d e f i n i t i o n s : 
iW coupling constant 
g g « 71NN* coupling constant 
g • p-wave nN*N* coupling constant 
3 
g 4 » f-wave itEM* coupling constant 
66. 
f o r nucleon pole we have put 
r i " g x g 2 
and for N* pole we have put 
£ rt - + | g 2(-3g4+ g 3) 
For non-degenerate N, N* masses i t i s d i f f i c u l t to make any 
reasonable prediction, because of the ambiguities i n the determination 
of the crossing matrix elements B's, which are complex below 
threshold. For degenerate mass case however the situation i s 
much simpler. The f i r s t two sum rules reduce i n the l i m i t of 
very weak f-wave coupling ( g 4 « g 3) to the result 
g 3 - -I.976 g x (1^9) 
and the l a s t gives i n the same l i m i t 
g 3 - 3.952 gx 
Next we consider the superconvergent relatio n for 7tN* -» 71N*. 
We saturate the sum rules (k.J2 - ^.39) with N and N* pole i n the 
same way as we did f o r 71N -* 7tN* case. These sum rules after 
some s i m p l i f i c a t i o n reduce to except for (^.32) which i s 
t r i v i a l l y s a t i s f i e d : 
67. 
-3(58, + S 4 ) 2 + <ga " 3 g 4 ) 2 - f ( | )fi£ 
(3g.„ + g 4 ) 2 - 3(g 3 - 3g 4 ) 2 - f 2 ( | )gj (U.51) 
(3g 3 - g j 2 - 3(g 3 - 3g 4 ) 2 - | 2 ( 1 )8g£ (^ .52) 
- (3g 3 + g 4) 2 + 3(g3 - 3g 4 ) 2 « § C g )5gJ (4.53) 
- (3g 3 + g j 2 - 5 ( g 3 - 5 g 4 ) 2 - ^ ( | (k.5k) 
- (3g 3 + g 4 ) 2 + 3(g 3 - 3g*) s - g )ej (-+.55) 
and 
(3g 3 • g 4 ) 2 - ( g 3 - 3g 4 ) 2 - f = ( 1 )4 (^.56) 
at zero momentum transfer. 
Let us discuss these sura rules i n d e t a i l . Sum rules 50, 53, 
5^, 55 a l l correspond to exchange of I * 2 trajectory i n the t-channel, 
and a l l give f-wave coupling to be much stronger than the p-wave 
couplings. This i s unacceptable on already known facts i n 
various scattering processes. We therefore nelgect these sum 
(h5) 
rules. I f we accept the suggestion of Muzinich and P h i l i p s x ', 
these sum rules may not exist at a l l . Because the above authors 
68. 
prove that i n the I » 2 state Regge cuts corresponding to double 
I» 2 
p-exchange may occur f o r which a (t«0) > 0 and hence no 
superconvergent relations. Our results about I « 2 sum rule seem 
to uphold the view of Philips and Muzinich. 
T«l 
The sum rule (4.56) which corresponds to f together 
wi t h (4 .52; which corresponds to I sf ) are consistent 
with the following results 
0 m 1.197 g g 
•(^ .57) 
0.009 ^ 
which give f o r the f-wave to p-wave coupling r a t i o and TCN*N* 
vertex 
— - 133 
a re s u l t which seems quite reasonable. Thus sum rules 
corresponding to p- and Pomeranchuk exchange seem to be the only 
good ones. The other sum rule f o r Pomeranchuk exchange, i.e. 
r T"° 
J Tm f ^^(t » 0,s)ds m 0 i s not compatible with the result of 
(I1-.57). This tempts us to assume that the only sum rules f o r 
TCN* scattering which are saturated with N and N* are the ones which 
correspond to the exchange of p-trajectory i n the t-channel. 
(29) 
This i s a conclusion Jones and Scadron ' reached i n t h e i r study 
69. 
of superconvergent relations f o r TIN* scattering invariant 
amplitudes. 
Thus (^.57) gives under the assumption of g^ « g g the 
result 
g = I . I 9 U g (U.58) 
I n the equal mass case, i.e. m • M, we get from (^.57) 
g - 1.375 g (^59) 3 2 
I n equal mass case however sum rules (b.50 - ^.55) are not 
saturated with N and N*. 
I n conclusion we may say that although the superconvergent 
sum rules w r i t t e n i n terms of t-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes are 
true; the question of saturation of these sum rules i s s t i l l open. 
We s t i l l have no general c r i t e r i a to determine which sum rule i s 
saturated with low l y i n g states and which i s not. 
I t i s however obvious how simple i t i s to write superconvergent 
r e l a t i o n f o r any scattering process i n terms of t-channel h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes compared to those i n terms of invariant amplitudes. 
A.l 
APPENDIX 
a) Notations:- we use the metric such that 
V • (V, IV ) , a b « a.b - a.h 
U ' o " \x u 
our 7-matrices are Hermitian and satisfy the relations 
b y 7 u } - 2 6 ^ , y57]i + y^r5 - o, r 5 7 5 - i , 
75 - 7x 7Z 73 7A - ~ e ^ X p 7^ 7„ 7^ 7p (A.l) 
We use the Dirac equation 
(7.P - im)u(P) » 0 (A.2) 
and the normalization 
u(p>X*) u(p,x) • 5 t where X,X* are the h e l i c i t i e s 
of the Dirac p a r t i c l e . (A.3) 
The propagator f o r spin l / 2 particles i s 
Z _ 7»p + im u(p,x) u(p,x) - (AA) 2im 
spins 
For spin 3/2 particles we use the Rarita-Schwinger formalism. 
The wave function t (p) satisfying the following three conditions 
A.2 
i ) ( 7.p - im)* (p) - 0 
i i ) p .* (p) - 0 (A.5) 
i i i ) y .* (p) « 0 
the projection operator being 
(p>x)t (p»x) •• i 6 - 3- 7 7 + — (p 7 - p 7 ) 
2 *\ ?.p + im 
5m2 * 13 J 2im 
h) Decomposition of t o t a l amplitude for y + N -» n + N* i n 
Lorentz and Gauge invariant amplitudes: 
We define 
fc + p - q + p f (A.7) 
p, p* being the four-momenta f o r proton and N* respectively, q and 
k being those of pion and photon respectively. We expand the 
T(q) as 
11 
T(q) - t ^ P * ) ^ « ± a. u(p) (A.8) 
i - 1 
the various a^s are 
A.3 
P 7 7 F , q. p, q , 6 , p F, *[i X ' p Xp ' (i ^X *p Xp ' |iX *p Xp 
P P, 7 F, , 1 7 *\ , & > <1 F , •^•i *X 'p Xp ' l i ^X 'p Xp ' |iX u p Xp 
P P, <1 F„ , q q.A 7 F^  , 5 . 7 F *V *X p Xp ' n U X 'p I p ' fiX p Xp 
P q, 7 *\ > a 7^  7 F_ > 
U X ' p Xp 7 11 X p Xp 
where F, •» e - k e. 
Xp X p P X 
and we have used the subsidiary conditions ( i ) - ( i i i ) to reduce 
the choice of kinematic factor cc^s to the above eleven. 
I n the l i m i t of zero momentum pion, i.e. q -> 0 only two 
a's p y y F, and 6 ^ 7 F, survive because of the * f i ' X ' p Xp |iX p Xp 
i d e n t i t i e s 
\(V')[ 7-1 7 X 7 p F x p ] u(p) - y p ' ) [ i ( M - m ) y^ 7 p F ^ 
A p Xp 
and 
V P ' ) [ 7 * Q V 7 p V U ( P ) " V p , ) [ p u 7 x 7 P F x P 
+ 1 V 7 p V U ( P ) ( A ' 1 0 ) 
A.k 
Thus i n the l i m i t of q -> 0 the amplitude T _^Q(<I) reduces to 
T rt(q) • t (p*)[p 7, 7 F, a + i 5 . 7 F, a 1 u(p) q-»0 N M-' V y U :V 'X 'p Xp i |aX 7p Xp 2 J V i V 
( A . l l ) 
describing the process y + N -» it + N* 
c) <^uark Model 
I n terms of quark f i e l d s we construct the vector and a x i a l 
vector currents of weak interactions by 
J (x) - q(x) 7 X q(x) 
J_ (x) - q(x) y y x" q(x) 
(A.12) 
where x" are the Gell Mann matrices obeying the SU(3) algebra 
[ x a,x p] « i f a p r X? 
and (A.13) 
{ x a , x p } - d a p r X? 
where a, 0 , run from one to eight. Using the basic commutation 
properties of Dirac f i e l d s , i .e. 
{ ^M, <(y) ^  - Vb V 8'fc*> 
(A.H) 
a / \ b/ \ i f +a +b. ( x ) , q j y ) ^ » { v ^ ( y ) } 0 
A.5 
(a,b being p a r t i c l e l a b e l and q +, q denoting the creation and 
annih i l a t i o n operators) together with the r e l a t i o n (A.13). We 
f i n d with the help of the i d e n t i t y 
[A®B, A<g>B»] - £{[A,A«]® {B,B» } + {A,A* } <g> [B,B» ] } 
(A.15) 
that following commutation r e l a t i o n hold 
5(x Q - yo)[^(x),j£(y)] - i f ^ / ( x ) 5 4(x-y) (A.l6) 
5 ( x o - y o ) [ J * ( x ) , J ^ ( y ) ] - i f ^ J ^ ( x ) 6 4(x-y) (A.17) 
8 ( x 0 - y D ) [ J ^ ( x ) , J ^ ( x ) ] - i f ^ j£(x) 8*(x-y) (A.18) 
we furt h e r define the vector and axial changes i n the following 
way 
Q a ( t ) - ] * d3xJ«(x) (A.19) 
x »t 
o 
Q«(t) - f d 3 x J 5 a Q ( x ) (A.20) 
x * t 
o 
With these defin i t i o n s the following commutation relations are 
derived 
l<f(t), jP(x) ] x - t - i f a p r / ( x ) (A.21) 
A.6 
[ <£<t), j j w ] x , t - i % (x) 
along with a few more. We w i l l e x p l i c i t l y evaluate the l a s t 
commutator with a m 3> P » 3« 
We s t a r t with 
[Q*(t), J j M^.t - / A U ? 0 r 5 r„ x«]» 
X »t 
o 
, 2 X m t O 
+ { 7 0 7 5 , 7 ^ } [ X 3 , X 3 ] j q 
&°x%-i O x d 3 3 8 + 2 7 o r 5 7 | j X o 
X « t 
o 
(A. 23) 
We have used (A.15) 
(A.23) i s the resu l t we used i n deriving equation (2.10) 
d) t (—> s crossing matrix f o r nN* -» T$* 
I n the following we calculate the crossing matrix between 
t-channel and s-ehannel h e l i c i t y amplitudes f o r itN* -* ttN*. 
Following Wang (Mi-) the crossing matrix elements f o r two body 
A.7 
e l a s t i c scattering i s given "by 
cd;ab -i|x+n| 
M « [1 - z. ] [1 + z, ] 
c'AMD'b1 * * 
X V ( d J & (X ) (X ) d J c (X ) d J d ( X j 
A I A»a a b»b V c'c c D»dV <*' 
+ % d ! t d ^ JV d ^ <Xc> d ^ „<V 1 s A»~a a b*-b & c*-c c D*-d d J 
.2 x [ l - z s ] t 1 + z s 3 • (A.2*0 
z,, z being the cm. scattering angle i n t and s-channels o s 
respectively, where 
X « a - b ; X1 • V? - b* 
li w c ~ d ; n* « c* - A* 
(A.25) 
, , A , C / \ c a d b / N A M' and Ti g « (-) (-) . . 
\ X 
where TJA, TJC, TJd, are the i n t r i n s i c p a r i t i e s of particles 
a, b, c and d. Now for riN* elastic scattering we have to i d e n t i f y 
c, d with N* and N* respectively and b, a with the pions. For 
t h i s case we have 
J a j m 0 and X « 0 
a b X* - D«, n t 
S 
D»-c» 
A.8 
Further i f we specialize t o forward scattering, i.e. t • 0 and 
z « 1 then the non-zero crossing matrix elements are for 
s 
X* » | i ' i . e . c r • D* . 
Thus the crossing matrix element f o r nN* -* nN* at t « 0 
are 
„cd;00 n v - c-d M ' « (Sin 0.) c*0;D»0 : t 
x { a 3 f ( X c ) d f ( x a ) + i f (xc) d '{ s (xa) } 
1 0 * 0 ° D*d d c'-c c D*-d d J 
COS X c - - t ( s + ] X Z ~ l f ) / { t ( t - V 2) [S - (M + |i) 2] 
[s - ( M - n ) 2 ] | " 
0 at t « 0 
Similarly we f i n d 
Cos X, « 0 
d 
So Sin X - Sin X, - 1 
a d 
Now the only permitted configuration for c' • D* i n nW* -* TIN* 
scattering i s for c* - D« « 3/2 and 1/2. 
Let us determine the crossing matrix element for p a r t i c l e h e l i c i t i e s 
we are interested i n 
M-3/2 3/2,;00 ( S t . 0) . (Sin | ^  A*)*'? ,00 5/2 0;3/2 0 V ' * I 3/2 -3/2 0 3/2 3/2 d 
+ d ' / 2 , ( x ) d ^ f v ) l 3/2 3/2 c 3/2 -3/2 d J 
A.9 
- | (Sin 0 t ) ~ 3 j (1 - cos X c ) 5 / 2 ( 1 - cos X d ) 3 / 2 
+ (1 - cos X c ) 3 / 2 (1 - cos X d ) 5 / 2 | 
~l (Sin 0 t) -3 
M - f 3 / f °(st-0) - (Sin e J - ( / / . (X ) , (V ) 1/2 0;l/2 0 V t ' \ 1/2 - 3 / 2 V e' j f c v f e 1 d' 
+ d 5 / 2 ( X ) d 3 f , ( x j l 1/2 J/2 = 1/2 -3/2 d J 
X X X X 
I (Sin e j ~ 3 i S i n 2 -2 Cos -2 Cos 2 Sin 
0 t I 2 2 2 2 
+ Cos 2 ^ S i n -2 S i n 2 J * C o s *d 
2 2 2 2 
| (Sin 9 t)"*3 | Sin X q Sin X d ( l - Cos X c ) 2 
(1 + Cos X d ) 2 + Sin X„ Sin X , ( l + Cos X j 2 
(1 - Cos X d ) 2 
A.10 
-1/2 3/2;00. r 3/2 , . 3/2 M / . (st-0) - (Sin 9. i d . . (X ) d . , (xj 
3/2 0;3/2 0 t \ 3/2 -1/2 c' 3/2 3/2 d 
3/2 1/2 c 5 / 2 _ 3 /2 
^ (Sin 0. J " 2 I Sin X ( l - Cos X 
3/2 1/2 
(1 + Cos X j + Sin X (1 + Cos X ) 
(1 - Cos */2 } 
^ ( S i n ^ j 2 } 
1? \ ) " 2 
-1/2 3/2;00 M . . (st» 0 ) 
1/2 Ojl /2 0V 
r 3/2 3/2 (Sin 9.)^ 1 <L , . ( X j d . . (X,) t [ 1/2 -1/2 C 1/2 3/2 v <*' 
+ d 5 { 2 , (x ) d 3 { 2 , (xj 
1/2 1/2 c 1/2 -3/2 d 
(Sin 0 t ) " ^ ^ I -(3Cos X c + 1)(1 - Cos } 
Sin X d ( l + Cos X d ) 2 + (3 Cos X q - l ) 
- 1 "1 
(1 + Cos X q ) 2 Sin X d (1 - Cos V 
A.11 
£ { - 1 - 1 (sm ej-* ^ { - 1 - 1 } 
-^(sme t) -2 
1/2 3/2;oo 
M . , (st« 0 ) 
3/2 0;3/2 0V 
(Sin e j " 1 \ d 5 /f / (x ) d 5 /. 2 (xj 
V t ' 1 3/2 1/2 C 3/2 3/2 d 
• a 5 ' 2 . ( x ) d ^ . 
3/2 -1/2 v C 3/2 -3/2 
§ (Sin e^"1 ^  - Sin XQ(1 + Cos X e) 1/2 
(1 + Cos X d ) 3 / 2 - Sin X c ( l - Cos X ^ 2 
(1 - Cos X d ) 5 / 2 j 
(Sin fit) -x 
1/2 3/2;00 M . . (st - 0 ) 
1/2 0;l /2 0 
r 3/2 _ 
(Sin QXX \ d / / ( X J d"'/ / W t ' 1 1/2 1/2 c 1/2 3/2 d 
3/2
+ d .3/2 
1/2 -1/2 
(*c> ^ 2 -3/2(V } 
8 
(Sin 0 t ) ~ a I (3 Cos X c - 1)(1 + Cos 1 
Sin X d ( l + Cos X d ) 2 - (3 Cos XQ + l ) 
(1 - Cos X ) ? Sin X d ( l - Cos X d) 
A. 12 
( s i n et)-i 
-1/2 1/2;00 r 3/2 3/2 M / ' (st - 0 ) - (Sin Q T X \ d , , ( X J , (X, 
3/2 0;3/2 0V t ' 1 3/2 -1/2 0 3/2 l / 2 v d' 
+ d 3 / 2 , (x ) d 3 { 2 . (xj 
3/2 1/2 v c 3/2 -1/2 d 
\ (Sin © t ) ~ 1 I - Sin X q Sin X d ( l - Cos Xc>' 
(1 + Cos X j 2 - Sin X Sin X , ( l + Cos X F x d c d c 
(1 - Cos X d ) 2 j . 
-1/2 1/2;00 , , , r 3/2 3/2 . . 
V 0;l /2 0 ( s t - ° ) " ( S i n 6 t ) 1 { \ / 2 _ l / 2 ^ c ) V 1 / 2 ( X ^ 
1/2 1/2 c 1/2 -1/2 V d' J 
« - (Sin 0 t ) _ 1 I I (3 Cos X c + 1)( 1 - Cos X c ) 5 
JL 
(3 Cos X d - l ) ( l + Cos X d ) 2 + (3 Cos X c -2) 
JL JL 
(1 + Cos X c ) 2 ( 3 Cos X d + 1) 2 (1 - Cos X d) 
1 
\2 
A.13 
3/2 3/2;00 M , ( (st«0) 
1/2 0;l /2 0 
3/2 3/2 3/2 d . . (X ) d . . (xj + d , . (X ) 
1/2 3/2 c 1/2 3/2 d 1/2 -3/2 V e' 
* 3 / 2 
1/2 -3/2 
I I Sin X c Sin X d ( l + Cos X c ) ^ ( l + Cos X d) 
A 1-1 + Sin X Sin X , ( l - Cos X ) 2 ( l - Cos X , ) 2 I c a c d I 
5 
3/2 0;3/2 0V 
d 3 / f (x ) d 3 { 2 . (x_) + d 3 { 2 , (X ) 
3/2 3/2 c 3/2 3/2 d 3/2 -3/2 c 
3/2 -3/2 ^ 
I l (1 + Cos X c ) 3 / 2 ( 1 + Cos X d ) 3 / 2 
+ (1 - Cos X d ) 3 / 2 ( 1 - Cos X c ) 3 / 2 I 
A.Ik 
1/2 1/2; 00 3/2 3/2 3/2 
M . st - 0 ) - d ' , (X ) d V . ( X j + d , . (X ) 
1/2 0;l /2 0 1/2 1/2 c 1/2 1/2 d 1/2 - l / 2 V e' 
1/2 -1/2 d 
i f A i g (3 Cos X c - 1)(1 + Cos X c ) 2 ( l + Cos X d ) 2 
(3 Cos X d - 1) + (3 Cos X q + 1)(1 - Cos X c ) 2 
(1 - Cos X d ) 2 ( 3 Cos X d + 1) I 
1 
k 
1/2 1/2;00 , rtN 3/2 3/2 . , 3/2 , , M . ' ' J s t » 0 ) m d . . (X ) d ' , (xj + d ' . (X ) 
3/2 0;3/2 0V 3/2 1/2 c 3/2 l / 2 V d' 3/2 - l / 2 V c' 
3/2 
S/2 -1/2(V 
| -| s i n x c Sin X&(l + Cos X c ) 2 ( l + Cos X d ) 2 
A A ") + Sin X Sin X , ( l - Cos X ) 2 ( l - Cos X j 2 V c d v c' v d ' J 
5 
it-
A.15 
Because of time reversal we have to take 
-1/2 3/2 -3/2 1/2 -1/2 3/2 M + M for M c^D'O c'O^O e'O^O 
and 
1/2 3/2 3/2 1/2 M - M c*0;D»0 c*0;D*0 for M 
1/2 3/2 
Ic'OjD'O 
So that the t *-» s crossing matrix for idtf* scattering i s given by 
M 
1 
k 
0 
_n/J _1 
2 * Y 2 
1 _1 
" k ' Y 3 
5 1 
k ' Y 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 
1+ 
1_ 
2 * Y 2 
5 I . 
1+ * Y 3 
1 
k 
1 1 
k ' T 
0 
0 
where we have put Sin 0^  • Y 
e) t f-> s crossing matrix element of 7tN -> 7tN* 
As before the crossing matrix element for pion-baryon scattering 
i s given by at t « 0 
A.16 
cd;00 . , . - c-d f J _ J d J M . (st-O) - (Sin e j d c X d a X j + T) d C X c*0;D»0V t ' \ c f c v c' D t d v d' »s c t _ c v c' 
D»-dV d' J 
with c* » D* always 
For the spec i a l case of nN -> TCET* we have to identify c with N and 
d with B*. So that 
f , J d ^ c , x3/2 -1/2 
so that 
cd;00 . , . H e - a l f l / 2 . . 3/2. , l / 2 
D»-d - d J 
at t'» 0 the only non-zero crossing matrix elements are the 
'following 
1/2 1/2; 00 1/2 3/2 1/2 
M . . (st - 0 ) » d , . (X ) d . . (X,) - d . . (X ) 
1/2 0;l /2 0 1/2 l / 2 V c 1/2 l / 2 V d' x/ 2 _ i / 2 V c' 
d l / 2 - l / 2 ( X d ) 
X X X 
Cos — | ( 3 Cos X. - 1) Cos — - Sin — 
2 d 2 2 
X 
£ (3 Cos X d) + 1) Sin ~ 
A.17 
- (1 + Cos X ) 2 (3 Cos X, - 1)(1 + Cos X j 2 ]j. v c' v^ d / v d' 
- (1 - Cos X ) 2 ( 3 Cos X. + 1)(1 - Cos x j 2 ^ x c v d / x d' 
-1/2 1/2; 00. . . . , f 1/2 3/2 . , M / . (st« 0 ) » (Sin 0,) 1 J d . . (X ) d , , . (x.) 
1/2 0;l /2 0X V * L 1/2 -1/2 c l / 2 l / 2 v d' 
r x 
. (Sin 9 t)**1 j - Sin i ( 3 Cos X d - l ) 
X, X X, -\ 
Cos — + Cos — i ( 3 Cos X^  + 1) Sin — \ 
2 2 d 2 J 
(Sin 0 t ) _ 1 
| (1 - Cos X c ) 2 ( 3 Cos X d - 1) 
(1 + Cos X D ) 2 - (1 + Cos X q ) 2 ( 3 Cos X D + 1) 
(1 - Cos X d F | 
a 2 1 
A.18 
1/2 3/2;00 f 1/2 3/2 M , , (st-O) » (Sin Gj x \ d . . (X ) d , . (X,) 1/2 0;l/2 Ov V * I 1/2 1/2 c 1/2 3/2' d' 
1/2 3/2 . . - d , , (X ) d . , ( x j 1/2 -1/2 c 1/2 -3/2 d 
f r Xr> X r l X r 1 
(Sin e j - 1 ^ V3 Cos — Sin — Cos 2 — * L 2 2 2 
X X, X, -\ 
+ -^ 3 Sin S i n 2 ~ Cos -- I 2 2 2 J 
^ (Sin 0. ) _ 1 | (1 + Cos X ) ^ Sin X 21 I c a 
1 JL 
(1 + Cos X d ) 2 + (1 - Cos X c ) 2 Sin X d ( l - Cos X d) 
a3J, 
-1/2 3/2;00 r 1/2 3/2 , , M , , (st*0) « (Sin 0.) x I d . , (X ) d . , (X,) 1/2 0;l/2 0 * I l / 2 -V2 0 1/2 3/2 d 
- d ^ , (X ) d 3 f , ( X j ) 1/2 1/2 c 1/2 -3/2 d J 
- ..^ (Sin e ^ " 1 I -(1 - Cos X c ) * Sin X d 
1. i 
(1 + cos X d ) 2 - (1 + Cos X q ) 2 Sin X d 
(1 - Cos X d ) ^ j . 
A.19 
(Sin 0 t ) - 1 j ( l - Cos X c ) 2 ( l + Cos X d) 
A i 
Sin X„ + ( l + Cos X ) 2 ( l - Cos X j * S i n 
d v c d' d 
"41 
For equal mass case: m « M 
Cos X • Cos X^  « 0 
c d 
Sin X Sin X, 
and we can show that 
a 11 
1 
2 
a. '21 2 ' Y 
31 2 * Y 
"41 
"£3 1 
2 * Y 
So that a t « 0 and M « m the crossing matrix t *-> s channels 
for nN -» TIW* i s given as: 
g ( * s ) ( s t - 0 ) n'n 
1 
™ 2 
+ i i 
2 ' Y 
+ £ . 1 
2 Y 
N/J 1 
~ 2 * Y 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Y - Sin 0X 
i 
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